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Rural districts and community forest management
and the fight against poverty in Niger
The Household Energy Strategy–a forestry policy
to supply urban areas with household energy1
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Abstract. The forestry policy developed in Niger from the early 1930s until 1990 was marked by the preeminent role played by the colonial government, and subsequently by the government of independent Niger.
In 1990, following the Maradi Conference in 1984, the importance of bringing local populations in on the
process of forest management, after almost 70 years of being excluded, was inally accepted. In 1989, Niger
adopted the Household Energy Strategy (HES) as a major axis of its forestry policy, choosing to prioritize
the issue of irewood supplies for urban centers through community forest management. This policy, enacted
by “decree 92-037” almost 20 years ago now, authorizes the creation of rural wood markets and allows rural
communities to levy taxes at source, thus taking real ownership of their resources. After such a long period
of exclusion, however, there is still some way to go in implementing this initiative. The hoped-for changes
cannot be made to happen just by snapping ones’ ingers, and this new power accorded to local populations
has met with considerable reserve and much opposition. From 2007 to 2011, the rural district of Torodi
introduced a major innovation in the implementation of the HES, improving the forestry control of woodfuel
lows by setting up a communal monitoring unit, fully funded by the municipality. The HES is now in a position to consolidate its long-term viability and ultimately to improve the well-being of these populations.
Keywords. Forest management, Niger, wood fuel, energy, environment.
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Authors note’s: Just as we were inalizing this paper, we were shocked to
learn of the sad death, on January 19th 2012, of Amadou Oumarou, Niger
GESFORCOM coordinator since July 2007, and coauthor of this paper.
As a key actor in the project, and a tireless coordinator of the work
conducted in liaison with the NGO ABC Ecologie, INRAN, CIRAD, and
the DGEF, Amadou enabled Niger’s Household Energy Strategy to make
real methodological advances in the sustainable supply of irewood for
the city of Niamey. hrough close collaboration with the municipality
and the forest station of Torodi, he demonstrated that the idea of
Decentralized Forest Management, self-inanced by an innovative
forestry tax, could become a tangible reality. We keep in mind the
memory of a forestry engineer of great worth, who–in his work–
succeeded in achieving all of the objectives set by the project for the
sustainable management of the forest stands of Torodi. We shall endeavor
to pursue his commitment.

Historical context, 1935-1990

From 1935 (promulgation of the decree of 4 July 1935 on forest
management in French West Africa) to the beginning of the
1990s, the forestry policy followed by the colonial government
(to 1960) and subsequently by an independent Niger was marked
by the preeminent role played by the state, as represented by its
forestry services. The aim was to put the main forest areas out
of reach of local populations and to start classifying them. The
creation of these reserves–managed by the administration so as
to keep out local inhabitants, who were deemed responsible for
every instance of environmental degradation (Bergeret &
Ribot, 1990)–was designed to protect and preserve the forests.
This policy of protecting and preserving the forests proved
ineffective. Up until 1960, the year of independence throughout much of Africa, the French government did what it could
to maintain their condition. But the last forty years have seen
a relentless degradation of the natural forests (Montagne &
Bertrand, 2006).
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Although Niger’s forestry capital presented no great economic or strategic interest, certain administrators became
concerned about the future of these natural forests (Yamba,
1993) and actively supported the implementation of the policy by classifying forest areas, particularly from the 1950s
onward (Yamba, 1993). The “Aubreville decree” of 4 July
1935 set out the laws and regulations embodying, in French
West Africa, the colonial principle of state appropriation of
vacant or unclaimed land. These texts opened the way for the
nationalization of most of the land, which was, to a large extent, grouped together in the private (or protected) domain of
the state. The forestry service opted to concentrate its limited
means on the public domain (or land classiied as “state”
land) or protected areas. They also instated the Service
Forestier, a paramilitary unit tasked with enforcing the laws
in order to achieve precise quantitative targets, for example in
terms of replanting rates and the demarcation of the classiied
domain (Montagne & Bertrand, 2006).
The implementation of the policy therefore depended on the
creation of this colonial forestry corps, building on a long tradition of forest rangers (created by a decree dating back to
Colbert in the 18th century), and of ighting with and expelling
rural populations from forest areas (Bergeret, 1993 &1995). It
could only be effective in a context where the state fulilled its
human, material and, of course, inancial obligations.
Colonial forestry policy was thus directly affected by the
vagaries of France’s own forestry policy; the 1935 decree
contains most of the provisions by which foresters sought to
protect the forests from peasant farmers or cattle herders. It
looks for general solutions, with the aim of imposing reforestation; it denies the reality of demographic expansion and
sees the main danger threatening the tropical forests as rural
man, whether peasant or pastoralist.
For the peasant farmers, by contrast, the wooded environment is a natural prolongation of the ields, an inseparable
part of the village’s territorial space. “In their view, it is only
natural for the clearing of land to encroach a little on the
wooded areas that border the ields” (Bertrand, 2006).
Si it was that, from 1935 to 1960, the colonial government
put in place forestry regulations based on repression and exclusion (Bertrand, 1985). The texts governing forestry entrusted direct and exclusive management of the forests to the
administration and, accordingly, organized the forestry services around the repressive tasks of forest policing. This vision–at root an honest one, stemming from a desire to do to
right thing–was nicely summed up by Lavauden in 1934 in an
article based on his experiences in Madagascar, but which
could equally well have applied to Niger.
Until 1974, the 1935 decree provided the basis for the regulation and exploitation of all forest resources. Between 1930 and
1970, some 200,000 hectares of forest stands were classiied.
In Niger, this policy was implemented without substantial
human and inancial resources. The forestry administration
staff, starting with 32 in 1949, reached a peak of 65 in 1955,
which was still well below the required level for the effective
enforcement of forest laws across such a vast territory
(Yamba, 1993). The conclusion was obvious: the forest rangers would never be able to properly oversee the state’s private
(or protected) domain.

2

Quotation from Lavauden, 1934

“The dangers of which we warn call for urgent remedy.
But, whichever measures we adopt, they will inevitably–
if they are effective–stir up much discontent. As has
rightly been said: to govern is to displease. And in forestry, where only the specialist can clearly distinguish
the boundary between use and abuse, that is even more
inevitable. Indeed, the number and violence of the protests against forestry regulation is probably the best measure of its relevance and effectiveness. Foresters are the
natural guardians of permanent interests […] defending
the future against the avidity of the present.”2

After independence, up until 1970, the process of classifying the forests was abandoned, while protective actions–
usually in the form of forest policing in the protected domain,
and at the start of planting projects–were continued. For some
ifteen years, priority was given to monitoring protected or
classiied forests, and the monopoly of state management in
classiied forests was constantly reafirmed.
The stafing levels eventually increased (up to 473 oficials, including 202 management staff, in 1981) (Najada,
1981) but remained low relative to the country’s total surface area (excluding desert areas). The determination of
forestry staff to “stick” to the constrictive rules of the Code
Forestier resulted in local populations being subjected to a
number of injustices, due to oficial refusal to accept the
validity of traditional usage rights. It made abuses of power
more common, and drove a wedge between local populations and the oficials, who were seen as “predators” rather
than as a source of support. The corruption of forestry oficials was encouraged by the weakening of the state, and
by urban population growth pushing up the money to be
made from the supply of wood. The central government,
aware of these facts, and of the risks they posed to the credibility of the service, began looking for ways to improve
its practices.
In 1974, almost 15 years after independence, following
serious degradation caused by the drought of 1973, Niger
decided to bring in national legislation, and adopted the
Code Forestier in the form of an Act of Parliament3. Although
the drafters tried to get away from the colonial “model” of
1935, many elements of the Act recall the original decree,
serving only to validate the technical options adopted by the
colonial legislators, notably as regards the management of
the forest stands in the state’s private domain, and the policy
of guarding the protected domain, which represents most of
the country’s natural surface area.

2
Nowadays, this speech could easily be penned almost word for word by
any of several international conservationist NGOs; the foresters have
been replaced by life scientists.
3
Act n° 74-7 of 4 March 1974.
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Considerable progress was made in the legislation, particularly as regards the modalities for issuing fuelwood exploitation permits, which (under Article 48) must be accompanied
by a speciications sheet drawn up by the forestry service.
The authorities were keen to ensure that such operations
could be carried out with a minimum of forest management.
But under-manning made it dificult to exercise effective
oversight, and, more often than not, no real ground-level
inspections were carried out.
Government order 22 of 4 June 1974 on the exploitation of
fuelwood to supply large urban centers speciied a minimum monthly quantity, for each category of transportation,
to be used as a reference when issuing irewood permits in
large urban centers. Looking at these igures, one notices
the very low level of timber taxation: in the order of FCFA
0.12 (€0.0002) per kilogram, compared with the selling
price of wood in the city, which at that time was FCFA
12.50 per kg (€0.02) (1981 prices, Club du Sahel)–less than
1% of the selling price.
This low level of taxation was insuficient to enable the
state to fund forestry control.
Since 1970–with rising global awareness of the importance
of oil as an energy source, marked by the irst “energy crisis”
of 1974, followed by another in 1979 which has never really
abated–Niger has felt the effects of the crisis. The main consequence is that it has forced urban populations to use wood
to meet their domestic needs. Delwaulle & Roederer 1974
underlined, as early as 1974, the importance of wood harvesting in supplying the city of Niamey.
By the end of the 1980s, it became clear that planting initiatives had failed, mainly due to insuficient production levels, which could never meet the urban demand for fuelwood.
During the national conference of 1984 in Maradi, therefore,
Niger oficially envisaged a reassessment of the “forestry”
dogma of planting, which had dominated the entire work of
the forestry service since independence. The decision was
made to take account of the problems of managing natural
forest formations, particularly short stands of combretaceae.
These recommendations resulted in the creation, between
1985 and 1990, of forest cooperatives. But, these openings
aside, there was no fundamental rethink of the action of the forestry services, which continued with their usual practices, based
on punishing infractions, notably in the protected domain.
That a review of the legislation was long overdue is clear
when one examines the iscal aspects: between 1959 and
1987, the rate of taxation on logging operations remained unchanged at FCFA 35 (€0.05)4 per stere (cubic meter), rising
suddenly to FCFA 350 (€0.5) per stere in 19875.
This tenfold rise in taxes on marketed wood did not fundamentally alter the way operations were run, which carried on
much as before, leaving the commercial operators free to
decide where they cut their timber.

4
The rate indicated in the oficial texts (Act 59-19); this corresponds to
FCFA 0.12 per kg if a stere is assumed to weigh 300 kg. In 1987, this
rose to FCFA 1.2 per kg.
5
Ordinance n° 87-011 of 12 March 1987, decree n° 87-037 PCMS/MHE
of 12 March 1987, and order n° 05 MHE/DFF
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Lessons learned from the forest
management pilots (Hamadou, 1994)
In fact, these forest management schemes remained
under the inluence of a forestry code that perpetuated
the colonial decree of 1935 and left no real room for
rural populations, who were seen as mere operatives
to whom forestry oficials gave orders, telling them to
go and cut down trees in such and such a place. It is
also worth noting that planting operations were implemented, following the Maradi Conference, in which
the local populations were forced to participate. This
“top-down” approach further excluded them from
any initiative.

The Maradi Conference had upheld the principle of more
active participation of local populations in the management
of their forested areas. The irst forest management pilot
operations were initiated by the PUSF (Planiication et
Utilisation des Sols et Forêts) project in the classiied forest
of Guesselbodi 12 miles to the east of Niamey. A forest
cooperative was set up in 1986-1987 with the aim of improving the way the trees (principally Combretum micranthum, Combretum nigricans and Guiera senegalensis, the
main species used in urban fuelwood supplies) were managed, by bringing in precise technical standards (minimum
cut diameter, site rotation, cleanup and mulching, etc.).
Up until 1992-1993, these cooperatives acted as the oficial
stamp on all forest management actions (Hamadou, 1994).
The result of these pilot operations was at best a mixed bag,
as M. Hamadou pointed out in 1994:
The tax adjustments of 1987 did not contain any particular
provisions speciic to the forest cooperatives that might encourage villagers better to manage the forested land bordering their villages. All of these actions failed, in that as soon
as the projects, funded by foreign sponsors, pulled out, the
villagers would return to their old habits, ignoring the constraints implied by the various management schemes, which
brought them no direct beneit.
The real changes in forest management in Niger began in
the 1990s, along with the development of the national democratic process and decentralization.
The abovementioned failure of the forest cooperatives was
due partly to the differential between the “administrated”
prices, in the order of FCFA 1,500 (€2.30)6 per stere, and the
prices observed in the unmanaged areas, of about FCFA 500
(€0.76)7 per stere. This differential led to a de facto boycott of
the cooperatives’ sales centers by the haulage operators.
These marketing dificulties were also due to the fact that
the rural populations did not, from a legal point of view, have
control over their forest resources. Commercial operators

6
7

Or FCFA 5/kg.
Or FCFA 1.7/kg.
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The challenge of the 1990s for the sustainable
management of periurban forest stands

Speech by the Environment Director,
Torodi, 1990

The challenge for the 1990s was clearly set out: to determine the legal conditions for this “participative” mode of
management so that rural populations could feel themselves to be, if not the legal owners, then at least fully
responsible for the management of the forest.

Admission of the ineffectiveness of the actions pursued
in the 1960s:
…“When, in 1982, we drew attention to the timidity
and ineffectiveness of the actions to combat desertiication, some people saw it as a attempt to undermine
certain projects”…
And in particular plantations–whence the focus on
natural stands instead:
…“The few sporadic production plantations could not
compensate for the wood taken from the natural brushland… A great deal of imagination was required in order
to organize operations more eficiently”…
Which meant redeining the role of the forester…
…“Stepping outside of the domain he legally controls
(the classiied domain), and moving into spaces governed
by more complex rules of use (the protected domain)”…
…as a genuine facilitator of rural space
…“In ‘the bush’ as the peasant farmers and herders
call it, the forester needs to demonstrate the need to
integrate forest management with other ways of using
the space”…
But much remains to be done!
…“There is, therefore, a pressing need for a wideranging and forward-looking clean sweep, to reine
ideas that are only just taking shape, to specify our
approach, and to arrive at a consensus that will enable
us to organize and generalize the process the we have
set in motion”…
Source: Speech of the Environment Director, Torodi, 1990

could extract products freely, without any forest management
constraints. In 1992, the year of the cooperatives’ largest output, they supplied only 3.6% of the fuelwood needs of the
city of Niamey–barely 5,000 tons of wood (Hamadou, 1994).
In 1984, just as the irst forest management actions were
being rolled out, a general economic study was published on
the forest-wood sector in Niger (Madon, Matly, Bertrand,
Laurent, 1986) which conirmed the importance of the forestwood sector for the economic life of the country. Every year,
the inhabitants of Niamey were spending more than two billion FCFA (3 million euros) on the wood required to cook
their food, making this one of the largest sectors in the national economy. The study stressed that the diversity of the
economic actors involved in the sector, and the multiplicity
of its supply chains, made it essential to take a global approach to the management of forest stands. And that by bringing in local populations, the approach should encourage them
to manage the forests as part of a long-term vision–thereby
conirming the conclusions of the Maradi Conference.
In 1990, then, began what remains to this day the largest
experiment in forest management in the Sahel, aimed at getting local populations to genuinely participate in the management of the natural resources of the land around them. That
same year, at a workshop on “The Niger experience of
village-based forest management for fuelwood production”–
intended be a meeting to present the progress achieved by the
forest cooperatives–the then Environment Director made a
speech that set out the way ahead for the forestry service in
the 1990s:
This declaration demonstrated the extent to which the senior forestry oficials, inally taking stock of past successes
and failures, now accepted the idea of forest development being no longer an administrative matter but the concern of the
entire rural population–farmers, herders, tradesmen or craftsmen–with support from the administration. It was upon this
basis that a new approach was developed, with a more economic focus, but still keeping in mind the principles of the
long-term management of natural forest stands.
2

The Household Energy Strategy:
the mainstay of Niger’s new forestry policy

The quickly changing conditions of fuelwood supply for the
city of Niamey, as the harvest zones became increasingly remote, were documented in 1974 by Delwaulle and Roederer,
who were the irst to report on the serious problem posed by

4

the supply of irewood to the large urban centers in the
Sahelian zone. In 1974, they estimated the length of Niamey’s
wood supply chain at 60 km. Fifteen years later, the Energie
II8 Project situated the main production zones at more than
100 km from the city. The time had clearly come for a change
of strategy and of policy. To improve the conditions of management, what was needed was “to expand the government’s
capacity to direct, coordinate and intervene in the ield of
domestic energy, through an increase in tax revenues aimed
at the progressive self-inancing of actions, at training, and at
the strengthening of institutions” (Bertrand, 1995).
Baptized the “Household Energy Strategy” (HES), this
nationwide approach, stemming from the realization in
1986 of the importance of rural-to-urban wood lows, was
designed to be the element of forestry policy that dealt with
urban wood supplies. It set out to control wood-energy

From 1989 to 1998, the Energie II project initiated and implemented
the Household Energy Strategy, building on the observations explained
earlier, and thanks to Danish International Development Agency funds
managed by the World Bank.

8
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Photo 1. Rural irewood market at Mossipaga, Niger (credit:
Alain Bertrand).

Photo 2. Demonstration of the minimum usable diameter of

lows by putting in place approved rural irewood markets,
deined as “places where organized structures are installed
for the commercialization of wood outside of the major population centers” (Mahamane & Montagne, 1997). The aim
was to move away from a long and costly policy of “piecemeal” forest management, as practiced at Guesselbodi, one
forest at a time, to a large-scale forest management policy
capable of covering the entire country cost-effectively and
in a minimum of time.
The second axis of this strategy was to put in place an
innovative fuelwood taxation system, innovative both in its
actualization of the levy–raised to FCFA 600 (€0.9) per stere
(FCFA 2 per kg)–and in its method of collecting and distributing revenues, which made local populations accountable by
authorizing them to collect wood trade duties on behalf of the
state. Decree 92-037 of 21 August 1992 implemented this
new structure for the fuelwood trade, in which rural producers also acquired the capacity to negotiate the price of their
wares with the traders and hauliers.
These new provisions were also designed to help redeine
the role of the administrative bodies, notably those in charge
of forestry control, in a less repressive direction. By reinforcing the monitoring of wood trafic coming into the towns and
cities, the forestry oficials were able to reassure the villagers
in the rural market scheme that the logging irms would not
be able to bring their own hired personnel into the forests
under management. This system of city-gate inspections resulted in a real (and deliberate) increase in wood prices, for
the producer and therefore also for the consumer. Another
important consequence was that, in the areas where rural
markets had been created and where the tax distribution
mechanism allowed the villagers to keep part of the proceeds
(between 30 and 50% depending on the type of management), taxes were levied almost automatically.
The fundamental change in the role of the forester was to
make him an advisor to the villagers on forest management
matters, while maintaining his oficial status. The regulatory
and iscal reform of 1992 transferred to the village communities the responsibility for managing the forest resources on
their land: it gave them the exclusive right to exploit the

fuelwood and to levy taxes, but also the duty to comply with
certain operating conditions (annual quotas, set-aside, etc.).
The procedures for setting quotas–essential for respecting
the fragility of forest ecosystems–were redeined year after
year on the basis of a series of studies from the 1990s onward.
The indings of studies conducted by ORSTOM,9 collated in
the work of Peltier, Ambouta and Herbès, 1995, enabled a
better understanding of the forest stands on the plateaux of
western Niger, while Nigerien researchers (Ichaou, 1998 and
2000) found answers to the question of how to regenerate
these stands once they had been harvested.
What was new about the HES approach was that it stressed
the need to establish a linkage between forest management,
forest control and forest taxation. Sustainable management is
impossible unless the communities that are made accountable
for its implementation, through harvesting and marketing
quotas, are controlled. In the longer term, the system of control must also be made sustainable by being managed by the
sector itself, and funded by the levies.
A new task allocation is in place. The state forestry oficials
are no longer mainly charged with policing the forests, everywhere and against everyone; on the ground, in their villages,
the rural populations manage their resources locally, and
maintain their own surveillance. The oficials must, however,
intervene at the request of rural communities to help them enforce their monopoly on their forests, if loggers or hauliers are
found to be operating in areas where they are not authorized.
This a complete turnaround of the forest police role envisaged by the legislators of 1935, protecting the forest against
potential enemies, foremost among them the peasants and
pastoralists. The new forest police in rural areas no longer try
to exclude the peasant farmers from the forest resources. To
the contrary, they are there to uphold and enforce the legitimacy, and the monopoly, of village-based management.
Table 1 below summarizes the fundamental change brought
about by the texts of 1992 relative to the provisions of the
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6 cm (credit: Oumarou Amadou).

French institution for scientiic research in overseas development (later
IRD: Institut de recherche pour le développement).
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Photo 3. Stand of Acacia senegal in the rainy season, Dogona

region, Niger (credit: Oumarou Amadou).

earlier system. From a bipolar relationship between the administration (which issued operating permits) and the logging irms, leaving rural communities out of the harvesting/
marketing loop, we have moved to a system based on the
development of rural markets, in which the people who live
alongside the forest themselves issue the transportation coupons and become the sole point of contact for the logging and
haulage irms (Table 1).
3

Development of the HES
between 1990 and 2010

The purpose of this forestry policy was to help Niger to
organize sustainable supplies for the main towns and cities
of Niger, starting with Niamey. But the state’s resources
were never really harnessed to support the implementation
of the policy, and it was mainly projects backed by international sponsors that bore the burden, notably, of creating
the rural markets.
The Energie II project from 1989 to 1997, supported by the
World Bank with a fund set up by the Danish International
Development Agency (DANIDA), was succeeded by a World
Bank IDA fund from 1998 to 1999. Then, from 2000 to 2002,
a DANIDA fund enabled the implementation of the Domestic
Energy project. In 2002, the Natural Forest Management
project, with the support of the African Development Bank,
pursued the nationwide rollout of the rural market scheme. In
the wake of the Energie II project, the level of fuelwood supply to the city of Niamey had shot up from 1% in 1992 to
15% in 1995. But there would be no major change in the rate
thereafter, due mainly to the absence, after 2002, of support
actions in the municipality of Torodi, Niamey’s main source
of supply.
In spite of research demonstrating the sustainable nature
of the operations conducted in the rural markets (Ichaou,
2000), the HES was accused of being responsible for the
degradation of forest stands, although numerous studies
pointed to land clearance as the main culprit. Additionally,
many forest rangers persisted in the “bad” habits of the forest police of earlier times, either ignorant of, or deliberately

6

Photo 4. Loading a irewood truck, Torodi, Niger (credit:

Pierre Montagne).

ignoring, the efforts of Forestry Ministry oficials to promote the new forestry policy. These efforts in favor of the
HES were conirmed in 2004 with the promulgation of the
Forestry Act 2004-040, superseding the Act of 1974. The
new text conferred still greater legitimacy on rural markets,
consecrating them as tried and tested instruments for promoting the responsible participation of local communities
in forest development and the integrated management of
local land-related business.
By the end of 2007, fuelwood consumption in Niamey had
trebled, from 70,000 tons in 1977 to more than 200,000 tons
(Figure 1). The municipality of Torodi (Map 1), with a
surface area of approximately 7,000 km², was by itself
able to provide an annual output of 435,000 steres (about
145,000 tons). But the 335,000 hectares of forest (and their
8 million steres of standing wood) remain under strong
pressure from land clearance, threatened by agricultural
and pastoral over-exploitation, as well as by over-logging.
Nonetheless, to measure the importance of this activity for
the municipality, it should be borne in mind that it generates
a pre-tax revenue of almost FCFA 500 million for fuelwood,
and netted more than 50 million in forestry taxes in 2007.
Thousands of actors are involved: loggers, hauliers, traders,
gum tappers and harvesters of other non-timber forest
products (NTFPs).
The best way to understand the success of the HES is to
track the pricing structure over a 20-year period. Table 2
shows that the price of wood per kilogram had increased by
FCFA 10, but, more importantly, that the distribution between
actors had signiicantly changed. The loggers’ share has been
multiplied by 3, mainly to the detriment of the hauliers, who
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Table 1. Operating conditions before and after the 1992 reform.

DOMINANT FORM OF OPERATION PRIOR
TO THE REGULATORY REFORM

DOMINANT FORM OF OPERATION AIMED
AT BY THE REGULATORY REFORM

Loggers from outside the area, employed by traders/hauliers

Village-based loggers, organized in rural markets
“Controlled” or “oriented”
operation

“Uncontrolled” operation
without inancial consideration for local villagers

Rural market
Sale to traders/hauliers for the
exclusive proit of the
villagers
Traders/hauliers

Traders/hauliers
Road transportation

Road transportation
Urban retailers

Urban retailers
Sawing by laborers

Sawing by laborers
Urban consumers

Urban consumers

Source: Madon, 1996

Table 2. Changes in the fuelwood price structure at Niamey between 1990 and 2010.

FCFA / kg
1990

%

2007

%

Manager

0

0

0.4

1

Village treasury

0

0

0.3

1

Loggers

2.1

9

6

19

Hauliers

5.4

24

4

12

0.1

0

1

3

Loggers

0

0

1

3

Hauliers

2.7

11

9.7

30

Wholesalers

5.6

24

4

12

Retailers

7.4

31

6.7

21

Actors

Revenues

Taxes
Transport costs

Trade margin

Selling price at Niamey

have lost 1.4 FCFA per kg, but who above all have seen their
share of the selling price fall from 24% to 12%, relecting
their diminished capacity to impose their prices, and thus
their proit margins. Equally of note is the increase in taxes,
showing that the at-source option is the key to successful tax
collection. The managers of the rural markets levy the taxes
and, crucially, pass on the state’s share. Nobody would have
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23.6

33.1

believed such a result to be possible in 1990, when the
Energie II project was launched. It is essential to recognize,
however, that 20 years is not enough, in a very dificult political and economic context (2 coups d’état and a restructuring
of the economy), to completely erase 70 years of forestry
policy dominated by protection and repression. Given the
progress that has been made, the central issue that remains is
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Figure 1. Firewood consumption in Niamey from 1977 to 2007.

not the validity of these changes, but how best to apply them
and change them for the better (without returning to the past).
From 2007 to 2011, CIRAD and its development and
research partners (the NGO ABC Ecologie and INRAN,
respectively) implemented the GESFORCOM project. One
of the project objectives, within the scope of the municipality
of Torodi, was to relay the foundations of the HES (planning,
transfer of management and forest control self-inanced by
innovative forestry taxation) in order to improve its component parts and thus give new impetus to development.
4

Sustainability and environmental implications

Given the large volume of timber felled–several thousand
tons a year–the question of sustainability is on everyone’s
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lips, and has given rise to many criticisms, to which the oficial response is that consumption is also on the increase,
driven by demographic growth, and it is simply a case of
supply following demand. The HES therefore aims to put in
place the conditions for sustainable management by training
the people involved, and introducing standards, such as
quotas on certain parameters of forest stands (surface area,
condition, etc.).
The rural district of Torodi is the main source of fuelwood
for Niamey, and met 47% of the city’s needs in 2007. 48% of
the municipality’s surface area is covered by plateau forest
and 43% by cereals, mainly food crops (millet and sorghum)
(Table 3). A 13% reduction was also observed in the forested
surface area between 1996 and 2007, revealing that the principal threat to the forests appears to be land clearance–itself
linked to demographic growth–rather than logging as such.
From 1996 to 2007, the surface area of agricultural land rose
at a regular annual pace of 2%. Over the same period, the
average fallow time dropped sharply, from 7.5 to 2.5 years
(SAFT, 2008).
Looking beyond these observations, the work of Ichaou,
(1998, 2000, 2011) has demonstrated the stump regeneration
capacity of these plateau forests which can, after harvesting,
have a growth potential of 0.419 m3 ha-1 year-1 whereas an
unexploited forest will have a natural growth rate of 0.256 m3
ha-1 year-1 (Figure 2).
Consequently, even if the resulting shrubland remains a
rather speciic domain (Ambouta, 1984), a link can be demonstrated between forestry operations and carbon sequestration, thereby justifying the setting up of rural markets.
Logging has a positive impact on the dynamics of the forest
in that it opens up the stand (though the effect does not bear
comparison with stands in dense forest areas). It is therefore
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Table 3. Land use in the municipality of Torodi, 1996 to 2007.

Type of land use

2007 surface area (ha)

% change, 1996-2007

Forest

335,438

-13

Agricultural land:

301,527

+18

Continuous cropping

176,201

+17

Agroforestry

81,702

-7

Farrow

43,624

+169

Other (waterways, habitation, rock, etc.)

59,064

+4

Total

696,029

Photo 5. One-year stump sprout of Combretum sp. post-har-

Photo 6. Firewood stock before loading and transportation to
rural wood market and thence to Niamey, Niger (credit:
Pierre Montagne).

in the stump regeneration capacity that the carbon storage
function lies. The carbon sequestration rate is higher than before the forest was harvested, and the carbon stock can be
expected to be reconstituted in 10 to 15 years. The key point
here is that the stands are different pre- and post-harvesting in
terms of their loristic composition. The average diameter of
the stems tends to diminish, and one inds a reduction in the
proportion of stems of more than 20 cm in diameter, along
with an increase in the number of stems per hectare. There is
also greater pressure on the species Combretum nigricans,
much sought after for its energy yield but which also produces gum, the sale of which provides an essential source of
income for women. This double use of Combretum nigricans
induces competition for the resource, to the detriment of the
women (Rives, 2011).

FCFA 50 million in annual taxes are collected by the rural
market managers and redistributed between the villages, the
municipality and the state. The average income per logger per
year is FCFA 100,000. This income has remained constant
over the last 10 years. It is used to buy food (staple products
and cereals during the lean season), livestock, clothing, and
sometimes healthcare.
This new wealth has helped staunch the rural exodus (a
29% reduction) and improve food security by 12%. Collective
investments have been made in healthcare, water supply and
education. 90% of the funds go to the villagers in the form of
wages for local woodcutters, pay for the managers of village
market structures, and contributions to village development
funds or the village treasury, while 6% goes to central government, and 4% to local government.
The real change relative to the period before 1990 is
that, prior to the creation of the rural wood markets, all of
this wealth lowed into the towns (as the woodsmen were
employed by the logging irms), whereas today the de
facto monopoly of village-based wood-cutters and the
money that changes hands in the rural markets–added to
the payment of taxes–mean that 90% of the funds remain
in the municipality.

vest, Nioumpelma region, Niger (credit: Pierre Montagne).

5

The fight against poverty

Logging is the main money-making activity for 55% of the
villages (belonging to the 62 rural markets). It occupies thousands of people: woodcutters, hauliers, retailers and managers all beneit from the more than FCFA 500 million (from
wood sales) that lows into the villages every year. Likewise,
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Carbon (Mg ha-1)

control posts, for checking the conformity of loads
against the transportation coupons, and penalizing or
referring infringements. These posts are, in turn, inspected by a national brigade.
This monitoring has not been suficiently reliable, due to:

Natural forest
Harvested forest
~ 15 years

Time (years)
Figure 2. Carbon level over time: harvested forest vs. unharvested natural forest.
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Difficulties and solutions

Transferring the management of forest resources from the
state to the local communities means devolving a number of
rights, but the communities must also comply with every element of the requirements. The main dificulty here remains
the monitoring of operating quotas, and more generally of
compliance with forestry plans, including compartment
boundaries and management rules (height of cut, diameters,
species etc.). Controlling tax collection can still be dificult,
although there are many signs of willingness on the part of
managers to “pass on” the sums due to the state (i.e. 50% of
the taxes).
The effort made by Niger, with the aid of the GESFORCOM
project, has focused since 2007 on the design, implementation and monitoring of a system of Decentralized Forest
Control (DFC) in the rural district of Torodi to help it move–
with the support of the state and its decentralized services,
in particular the Torodi forest station–towards the local and
sustainable self-inancing of forest management.
Article 5 of decree °96-390/PRN/MHE of 22 October
1996 stipulates that “…these markets are placed under the
control of the Local Management Structure, which shall
therefore monitor compliance with operating standards
and quotas and perform the required inspections, in the
zones of supply of the said markets. Inspections shall, as
far as possible, be carried out with the support of the
relevant Forestry Administration services”. Monitoring
inspections are therefore primarily the task of the local
management structures (“LMSs”) and only secondarily
that of the forestry administration, which oversees the
technical execution of the forest management plans. The
rural markets are monitored at two levels:
• At the village level: surveillance of the forest, control
of operations, monitoring of regeneration and of governance. This is the competency of the LMSs, with the
support of the forestry administration;
• Between the rural market and Niamey (supply route):
the forestry administration is responsible, via authorized
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• The complexity of village-level self-monitoring: social
obligations tend to get in the way of the eficiency required for self-monitoring. Villagers are generally less
inclined to denounce an infringement by a local, rather
than an outsider. When villages are linked by bonds of
kinship they rarely call each other to account;
• The weak intervention capacity of local forestry
services: the services that should perform the daily
tasks involved in supervising the LMSs have dificulty
in doing so (due to logistical and human resources);
• The loss of effectiveness of the forestry control posts,
with underequipped and unmotivated oficers ceding
more easily to temptation and corruption.
In 2004, Niger began a process of decentralization, creating devolved local authorities, with the rural district as the
lowest administrative unit. The role that the municipalities
are called upon to play in local development is deined by a
legislative framework. The competencies transferred to the
local authorities include land management, the environment
and the management of natural resources, livestock rearing,
agriculture, ishing and the waterways.
Niger’s latest Forestry Act (Act 2004-040 of 8 June 2004)
takes account of this political reconiguration. It gives local
authorities a central place in the management of the nation’s
forest assets. It instates the principle of responsible stakeholder participation, notably that of local authorities and local populations in the planning, preparation, implementation
and evaluation of forestry activities.
The implementation of the GESFORCOM project by
CIRAD and its partners has brought about, through the application of these texts, a signiicant improvement in control
and monitoring, by giving responsibility to the municipality, which has recruited six Decentralized Forest Control
(DFC) oficers. These rural district agents are inanced by
a DFC support fund, which is maintained through a municipal rebate worth FCFA 2000 per truck, 10% of which is
reinvested in the DFC. To this is added a voluntary contribution of FCFA 100 per stere from the woodcutters. Over
the 20 months since it was set up, the scheme has generated
almost FCFA 27.5 million and has covered the salaries of
the six municipal control oficers.
Under this new scheme, the municipality handles the recruitment, management and oversight aspects of the system
and participates in its funding. The local forestry service is
responsible for monitoring and technical supervision and
provides evaluation expertise. The rural markets, inally, supply information to the DFC oficers and participate in inancing and evaluating the system. This arrangement ensures
ground-level technical, institutional, iscal and commercial
supervision of the LMSs, while providing the municipality,
the forestry administration and the rural market management
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Table 4. Revenue allocation key for management of DFC by the LMSs.

Item

FCFA/stere

Utilization

System running costs

70

Salaries and other DFC agent costs; agents’ equipment; DFC
coupons and other system operating costs; database maintenance

Manager rebate

10

At the discretion of the rural market manager
in charge of collection

Management assistance from Environment
Department for DFC agents

10

All costs relating to the support provided for
the DFC system by the Environment Department

Assistance and support from the Federation

10

All costs relating to the support provided for
the DFC system by the Municipal Federation

TOTAL per stere of wood sold

100

Table 5. Revenue allocation key for management of DFC by the rural district.

Share of 10% levy
Item

Utilization
F200/truck)

%

System running costs

100

50

Management assistance from
municipality for DFC agents

80

40

Payment of municipal receiver; all costs
relating to the support provided for the DFC
system by the municipality

20

10

At the discretion of the oficial collecting
the wood truck levy

200

100

Rebate
TOTAL per stere of wood sold

structures with indicators, as and when needed, to assess
the sustainability of forestry operations to assist in decisionmaking, as well as providing a framework for communication between forest resource management actors.
The inancing mechanisms are controlled by the actors: by
the LMSs, via the levy of FCFA 100 (€0.15) per stere of wood
sold, which is under the responsibility of their Federations,
and also through the allocation of 10% of the revenue from
the municipal rebates on wood haulage trucks.
In this spirit of transparency, allocation keys have been
established, to determine how the collected funds are used.
The allocation takes into account the direct costs of running
the system, the cost of the support provided to the system by
the Federation of LMSs, the Environment Department and
the municipality, and the rebates accorded by the managers
who collect the funds. Table 4 shows how the FCFA 100 are
allocated: 70 FCFA are earmarked for the running costs,
10 FCFA for the manager rebate, 10 FCFA for support from
the Environment Department and 10 FCFA for support from
the Federation.
Likewise, the 10% levied by the municipality on wood
trucks is allocated as follows: 50% for the running costs, 40%
for the management assistance that the municipality provides
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Salaries and other DFC agent costs; agents’
equipment; DFC coupons and other system
operating costs; database maintenance

for the DFC agents, (including the support provided by the
municipal receiver) and 10% for the payment of the tax oficial or manager tasked with collecting the charge from the
hauliers (Table 5).
To limit the risk of misappropriation, the administration
and the project team put in place a set of management tools to
ensure that the funds are used transparently. These documents
consist of:
• A collection monitoring sheet, which is used to compile
a summary table of the monthly receipts from each rural market and the corresponding volume of wood;
• A receipt log, kept by the municipal receiver, to record
the monthly receipts for the DFC fund;
• A coupon management sheet, kept by the municipal
receiver, to record coupon movements;
• Expenditure forms: invoices, order forms, delivery
forms, release forms, receipts, payment statements, etc.
proving how the funds were used;
• Mission or training report templates, used by everyone
performing support-role missions.
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7

Conclusions

Over the last 20 years, the community forest management
schemes under Niger’s Household Energy Strategy have
shown that they are both real and resilient. And this despite
many setbacks, due partly to the fact that the state has never
really had the means, without external assistance, to support
the schemes, and partly to the skepticism (if not out-and-out
opposition) of forest oficials, evident in the continued persistence of the predatory behaviors of the past. New habits have
taken root and, little by little, rural actors, including at municipal level, are taking ownership of these fundamental changes.
It should be noted that the HES has never been called into
question by the Environment Ministry. Quite the contrary: it
has been reinforced by the promulgation of the 2004 Act,
bringing into law the initiatives undertaken since the 1992
decree that created the rural markets.
In a context where demand is inelastic, due to demographic growth, and where there is no real alternative energy
source10, the HES emerges as the only sustainable solution
for preserving resources and combating poverty. These reforms–relating to state decentralization and the design of the
DFC, as well as to the geographical extension required to
reinforce the economic weight of rural markets relative to
uncontrolled logging–require continued support. For proper
forest management, it makes no sense to seek to implement
these reforms in the space of a few years. A longer timeframe is required if all the actors are to fully understand and
play their allotted roles. These efforts must be pursued!

10
The recent discovery of oil in eastern Niger, and therefore the possibility of extracting natural gas, holds out the prospect of a substitute for
part of this domestic energy consumption, but irewood will remain
dominant for a long time to come.
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